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Glossary of definitions for concepts used in the SoVol project 
 
 
General terms (Project, Intellectual Outputs, Volunteering, etc.) 
 
Project1 – series of activities aimed at bringing about clearly specified objectives within a defined time-period and 
with a defined budget. Every project can be a volunteer project with presumptions of: a) relying on volunteers in the 
implementation of some/all project activities or b) being entirely designed and implemented by volunteers.  
 
Programme2 – an ongoing set of activities/services that support common objectives of the organisation. Also, a 
programme can be a set of projects put together under the overall framework of a common overall objective/goal.  
 
Volunteer programme – an ongoing set of activities/services of an organisation in which volunteers play a significant 
role and aimed at improvement and achievement of the mission of an organisation.   
 
Volunteer Management Cycle – the cyclic process which consists of following steps: planning volunteer 
involvement, volunteer policy development, recruitment and selection, orientation and training, monitoring and 
support, evaluation and recognition of volunteers and their work. The volunteer management cycle is the main 
component of each volunteer programme.  
 
Volunteering / Voluntary activity – a structured activity based on a free will, done without financial compensation, 
and always carried out for the benefit of a third person (not family member or close friends) or group within the 
frame of an organization.  
 
Volunteer – a person who voluntarily in his/her free time and without financial compensation performs services or 
activities for civic, charitable or humanitarian reasons in an organisation. 
 
Volunteer involving organization – is a non-profit organisation3 which involves volunteers in their work with the aim 
of quality implementation of its programmes and services for the sake of its beneficiaries. The main target group of 
the SoVol project are public institutions – as volunteer involving organisations. 
 
Volunteer manager – a person who manages all elements of the volunteer programme either within his/her own 
organisation or on behalf of the organisation for which he/she is coordinating volunteers. The role involves assessing 
and meeting organisations’s needs through the recruitment, placement and retention of volunteers. A volunteer 
manager coordinates volunteers and their relationships with those they come into contact with, including 

                                                           
1
 European Commision (2004). Aid Delivery Methods – Project Cycle Management Guidelines Vol 1. 

2
 Ibid 

3
 Non-profit organisation – an organisation whose primary gole is to provide services to the society without a profit motive. 

Various types of non-profit organisations are associations, charities, foundations, public institutions such as schools, foster care 
homes, cultural institutions, health institutions etc.  



 
employees, beneficiaries or volunteers of an organisation. He/She also monitors, evaluates and rewards volunteers. 
He/she works on the implementation of the whole Volunteer Management Cycle in an organisation.  
 
Volunteer guide (in some countries called volunteer mentor) - he/she is the one who provides one-to-one support 
and encouragement to a volunteer who comes into contact with the institution. Guides support volunteers in their 
work with beneficiaries, solving problems and dilemmas and sometimes they also support volunteers in their 
learning or professional development, for pre-planned periods of time, through regular encounters. The volunteer 
guide is the link between the beneficiaries and the volunteer. 
 
Curriculum (pl. Curricula) – a set of planned and implicit guidelines that direct the educational process according to 
the tasks and contents that are derived from the objective and refers to the organizational forms, methods of work 
and procedures verifying the effectiveness depending on many process factors and circumstances. 
 
Competencies4 – a dynamic combination of cognitive and metacognitive skills, knowledge and understanding, 
interpersonal, intellectual and practical skills, and ethical values. Some competences are subject-area related 
(specific to a field of study), others are generic. (i.e. Knowledge - Understanding the specifics of volunteer work in 
relation to other forms of paid and unpaid work. Skill - The ability to coordinate volunteers in an organisation. 
Attitude - Awareness of the importance of volunteering for individuals – volunteers and beneficiaries, organization 
and society.) 
 
Learning outcomes5 – statements of what a learner is expected to know, understand and be able to demonstrate 
after completion of a process of learning (i.e. Participants will be able to define volunteering; Participant will be able 
to create a volunteer job description; Participant will be able to cherish a volunteering culture in the SI). In the table 
below you will find three domains of educational activities (Bloom, 1956) and verbs that can be used, listed from the 
lowest level of LO to the highest level.  
 

DOMAINS OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES / 
LEARNING 

ACTION VERBS TO USE 

 
 

Cognitive domain  
(knowledge and understanding) 

 define, explain, list;  

 generalize, predict, recognize;  

 demonstrate, interpret; 

 analyze, criticize; 

 categorize, compare, summarize; 

 formulate, create 

 
 

Psychomotor domain 
(skills) 

 describe, detect, identify; 

 explain, move, show; 

 copy, follow; 

 display, manipulate, sketch, assemble, 
organize; 

 adapt, change, rearrange, reorganize; 

 create, design, build, develop  

 
 

Affective domain (attitudes) 

 acknowledge, ask, attentive; 

 discuss, present, assist; 

 appreciate, cherish, propose, respect; 

 compare, relate, share, connect; 

 act, modify, revise, solve, question 

 
Training – an organized form of interactive learning and teaching which is aimed at participants to acquire 
knowledge, develop skills and/or strengthening the sensitivity of certain topics. A training is composed of theoretical 
and practical parts which can be divided in different modules. Trainings elaborated in the frame of the SoVol project 
are calculated as follows: 1 training day equals 8 x 45 minutes, all together 6 working hours. 
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 Competencies in Education and Recognition Project (CoRe) (2010). A Tuning Guide to Formulating Degree Programme Profiles. 

5 Ibid. Also see Bloom (1956.), and revised Bloom Taxonomy by Anderson, Krathwohl (2001.) 



 
Workshop6 – a usually brief intensive educational seminar or series of meetings emphasizing interaction and 
exchange of information among a relatively small number of participants. 
 
Monitoring (of the volunteer programme) – the systematic and continuous process of collecting facts and figures 

(information) related to a volunteer programme (i.e. number of volunteers; demographic information on volunteers 

such us age and ethnicity etc.). 

 
Evaluation (of the volunteer programme) – the systematic and objective process of using and assessing information 

collected during monitoring process to answer questions about how well the volunteer programme is doing, to 

identify any gaps and improvements you can make and to demonstrate your outcomes, e.g. the difference that 

involving volunteers makes. Evaluation is focused on achievements, volunteer programme management, and further 

learning. It can be focused on the volunteer programme itself, but also on different involved parties, i.e. volunteers, 

volunteer manager, volunteer guide.  

Impact7 – the effect of the project/programme/organisation on its wider environment, and its contribution to the 
wider sector objectives summarised in the project's/programme's/organisations's overall objective, and on the 
achievement of the overarching European/national/local policy objectives. 
 
Impact measurement – the process of demonstrating the effect and changes that a concrete 
project/programme/organisation is having on its wider environment, and its contribution to the wider sector, which 
further legitimizes the established practice.  
 
Volunteering strategy – the way an organisation involves volunteers which aligns with the mission and the strategic 
aims of the organisation. It also demonstrates, internally and externally, that the organisation recognises the value 
of the contribution it makes, it’s also crucial for attracting new volunteers and for retaining existing ones. A 
volunteering strategy can also help to articulate the vision for volunteering and the reasons for involving volunteers 
with key stakeholders and partners.  
 
Volunteer policy (of a volunteer involving organisation) – represents a written structure of the volunteer 
programme of an organisation. The volunteer policy sets out why and how a volunteer involving organisation will 
involve volunteers in their work. It covers general principles, responsibilities and high-level procedures for 
recruitment, supervision, induction, dispute resolution and reimbursement. 
 
Law on volunteering – a normative act established in a community defining legal issues (principles and regulations) 
related to volunteering. Volunteer involving organisations have to engage volunteers under the regulations of the 
Law on volunteering if the country has one.  
 
Law on Volunteering: 
In Hungary: http://www.onkentes.hu/cikkek/2005-evi-lxxxviii-toerveny-koezerdeku-oenkentes-tevekenysegrol-0 
In Slovakia: http://dobrovolnickecentra.sk/subory/Na_stiahnutie/zakon_o_dobrovolnictve_2015.pdf  
In Poland: http://www.pozytek.gov.pl/Public,Benefit,and,Volunteer,Work,Act,567.html  
In Croatia: http://www.volonterski-centar-ri.org/wp-content/uploads/zakonsko-uredjenje-volonterstva.pdf;  
http://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2013_02_22_361.html 
In Romania: http://federatiavolum.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/LV_promulgata.pdf  
 
 
 

Specific terms (area of social institutions) 
 
For this project only public social institutions will be taken into consideration as beneficiaries of this project, and as 
acceptable volunteer involving organisations.  
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 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/workshop 

7
 European Commision (2004). Aid Delivery Methods – Project Cycle Management Guidelines Vol 1. 

http://www.onkentes.hu/cikkek/2005-evi-lxxxviii-toerveny-koezerdeku-oenkentes-tevekenysegrol-0
http://dobrovolnickecentra.sk/subory/Na_stiahnutie/zakon_o_dobrovolnictve_2015.pdf
http://www.pozytek.gov.pl/Public,Benefit,and,Volunteer,Work,Act,567.html
http://www.volonterski-centar-ri.org/wp-content/uploads/zakonsko-uredjenje-volonterstva.pdf
http://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2013_02_22_361.html
http://federatiavolum.ro/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/LV_promulgata.pdf


 
Social institution (SI) – is a legal entity which is performing social welfare activities and/or programmes aimed at 
providing social assistance to vulnerable persons, as well as persons in unfavourable personal or family 
circumstances.  
 
Employee – a person who works for the social institution for wages or a salary in a position below the executive level 
(i.e. social workers, community workers, social care assistants, occupational therapists, psychologists, financial 
administrator, programe administrator, cleaning woman/man, janitor etc.)   
 
Informal caregiver8 – any relative, partner, friend or neighbour who has a significant personal relationship with, and 
provides a broad range of assistance for, a beneficiary (i.e. older person or an adult with a chronic or disabling 
condition).  These individuals may be primary or secondary caregivers and live with, or separately from, the person 
receiving care. 
 
Beneficiary (pl. Beneficiaries) – individuals or group of people who benefit in whatever way from the 
implementation of different activities/services the social institution provides.  
 
Stakeholders – any individual, groups of people, institutions or firms that may have a relationship with the project or 
programme. They may – directly or indirectly, positively or negatively – affect or be affected by the process and the 
outcomes of projects or programmes. 
 
Social service9 (also called welfare service or social care service) – an organized activity intended to improve the 
conditions of disadvantaged persons or groups (i.e. housing, education, household assistance, day-care services, 
counselling, leisure-time activities etc.). 
 
The Code of Ethics of the Social Institution – a written set of guidelines issued by the SI for its staff (management, 
employees, volunteers etc.) to help them perform their actions in accordance with SI primary values and ethical 
standards. A SI can also have a separately code such as code of conduct or a code of professional practice which will 
be focused on rules of behaviour and responsibilities that guide the decisions, procedures and systems of the SI staff.  
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 Family Caregiver Alliance, https://www.caregiver.org/pilotIntegration/indexPersistent.html?uri=%2Fdefinitions-0  

9
 Encyclopedia Britanica,  https://www.britannica.com/topic/social-service  

https://www.caregiver.org/pilotIntegration/indexPersistent.html?uri=%2Fdefinitions-0
https://www.britannica.com/topic/social-service

